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Water Project in Western Yarimjah, 24 January
The water project is located at 36°17’59.4”N 43°10’37.36”E on the banks of the Tigris, just south of Western
Yarimjah district in south-east Mosul. It is undamaged but requires diesel and chlorine to operate.

Access to Western Yarimjah
From Gogjali, we followed the main road that runs west between Al Inistar and Al Quds. We turned south on
the junction at Hayy Al Mithaq. The road is partially blocked at this point by the remnants of a destroyed
checkpoint, making it impassable for HGVs. It is unclear when the debris will be removed. The road then leads
to a junction at the edges of the Palestine and Judaydah al Mufti districts. A small road directly across from the
junction leads into Palestine. An airstrike crater at this point narrows the road and larger HGVs would have to
find an alternative route. A Federal Police checkpoint at the edge of Palestine (N 36°18.791’ E043°11.378’) held
us up for several minutes before approval was given for us to proceed. The roads inside Western Yarimjah are
accessible, though pipe repair work temporarily blocked one road. We arrived at a small military position (N
36°18.112’ E043°10.642’), manned by the ERU, 200 meters north of the water project. We then proceeded to
the water project on foot across an open field next to the Tigris. There is a road directly to the site alongside
the river. Vehicle access can also be achieved via a road from the east. Rise will soon provide a map to
illustrate our route. Most roads in south-east Mosul are open and there will numerous alternative routes.

Security
Western Yarimjah was retaken from ISIS by the ERU (Emergency Response Units) on 14 January. There was
resistance in the area but not heavy fighting and the battle ended with ISIS members fleeing over the river into
West Mosul.
Mosul airport lies across the river from Western Yarimjah and is under full ISIS control. Mortar fire is
exchanged between the ERU and ISIS in this area throughout the day, though activity is not usually intense.
ISIS mount mortars on the back of pick-up trucks so they cannot easily be targeted. They have not been using
snipers in this area, but this may change. Although the eastern bank of the Tigris in this region has been
cleared of all ISIS presence, there is a wooded area to the south of the water project which provides cover
should ISIS members cross the river during the night. Therefore, Western Yarimjah and the water project are
potentially vulnerable to an attack from the south.
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The district of Western Yarimjah and the area around the water project will not be fully secure until the town
of Albu Saif and Mosul airport, on the western bank, have both been retaken from ISIS.
According to the ERU, Western Yarimjah has been cleared of IEDs and unexploded mortars, although the latter
clearance will be ongoing as mortaring continues. The ERU are likely to stay in the district until around the
middle of next week and then be replaced as the incumbent security force by the Federal Police.

View of the Tigris from the military position. The water project can be partially seen on the left.
The water project
The Western Yarimjah water project supplies 11 districts in south-east Mosul. They are:
Western Yarimjah
Palestine
Al Salam
112 district
95 district
Sumer
Al Sahiruhn
Domiz
Al Shaima
124 district
Eastern Yarimjah
During the fighting in Western Yarimjah, no damage was incurred to the water project. ISIS also did not leave
any IEDs at the site. Since the retaking of the district, the water project has not been a specific target for ISIS
mortars, but it is still within easy range and therefore vulnerable to mortars.
There are some ongoing maintenance issues that require attention, and one of the water project’s three
generators is not functioning, but initially at least, only diesel and chlorine are needed to return the water
project to its former capacity.
Since the water project was retaken by the ERU on 14 January, it has been powered up twice. The first time
was last week for around an hour. Water needs to be flowed through the pipes to discover where the
breakages are. The ERU has given 5,000 litres of diesel for this purpose and to provide an initial supply to
people’s homes (most of this fuel remains in stock). A contractor has been hired by the Ninewa Governorate to
fix the damaged pipes; some new pipes had arrived from Erbil on 24 January. The contractor will focus on each
neighbourhood, quarter by quarter, until the network has been fully repaired. We were told that the speed of
the pipe repairs depends on how fast the contractor chooses to work. If the new pipes are supplied without
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delay and the contractor works fast, we were told by a worker from the water project that the damage could
be repaired within 5-6 days. However, the repairs will probably take longer and the full extent of the damage is
not yet known.
At 9 o’clock this morning (25 January) the water project was powered up again. Water is reportedly reaching
Sumer district. Breakages in the pipes have so far been identified at a location near to the Kaaba mosque in
Sumer and at the triangle in Domiz near to Salam, and at the entrance to Domiz from Sumer. Further
breakages are likely to be discovered as the pipe network is repaired.
The water project has three generators: two 1½mw and one 1mw. As mentioned above, one of the 1½mw
generators was irreparably damaged during its installation a few years ago and has never functioned. The 1mw
generator is used to pump the water out of the Tigris, and the larger 1½mw generator is used to operate the
water treatment and pump the water throughout the network. No further pumping stations are connected to
this water project. It was said that if the repairs to the water project in Rashidiyah are delayed, the network of
the Western Yarimjah water project could possibly be extended to other districts.
The water project uses 300 litres of diesel per hour. Chlorine is also required for water treatment although
precise quantities will only be known once the water project starts pumping consistently.
The water project has 27 staff and continued to operate as normal under ISIS control. It has been closed since
the fighting began in Western Yarimjah. Most of the staff are still in Yarimjah or neighbourhoods nearby. They
have not received any salary from the government for many months.
Although the water project is in undamaged condition, ISIS did not keep up with its maintenance. A
staffmember at the project told us that the it requires the following maintenance, although it can still function
without receiving it, at least in the short term:
• Water treatment (chlorine) machines require a service.
• Filters need to be repaired/replaced. ISIS removed some filters to increase the flow of water.
• The electric works on the water pumps controlling the flow of water are not working. Because of this,
2-3 men must work on the pump to control the flow manually.
• One generator is irreparably damaged (as mentioned above), reducing pumping capacity.
Western Yarimjah district
Reportedly around 60% of residents remain in Western Yarimjah. The cessation of mortar fire will encourage
more civilians to return. Some of the remaining 40% were supporters of ISIS and have fled to West Mosul,
others are in neighbouring districts like Sumer and some are in IDP camps. Houses in the district are generally
intact, with full destruction at around 1%, although most houses have some superficial damage such as blownout windows. Clean water is the main need in the area as people are forced to drink dirty water from
boreholes and suffer from medical problems as a result.
No formal screening process has yet taken place in Western Yarimjah, although some residents were screened
when they fled to the neighbouring Palestine district during the fighting. During the fighting itself, it is thought
that only 20% of residents remained, with many fleeing to neighbouring districts or the nearby screening
site/reception centre on the Mosul/Kirkuk road.
Below is a collection of photos of the water project:
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